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accretion 74
non-equilibrium 88
activation energy see chemical reaction, energy,
viscosity
activity 253
and chemical reaction rates 595
in dilute solutions 524
of electrolytes 546, 546–548
ideal 258, 259
relationship to configurational entropy 259, 267,
268, 273
and Gibbs free energy of mixing 265
non-ideal 277
relationship to composition 258
relationship to fugacity 423
as a relative quantity 254
activity coefficient 277
in dilute solutions 526
of electrolytes 546, 562
Debye–Hückel theory 563–571
extensions to less dilute solutions 572–574
Maple code 568
and pH 549
and solubility product 552
relationship to osmotic coefficient 532
and Henry’s law constant 278, 527
and reaction rate constants 595
relationship to excess chemical potential 277
and trace element geochemistry 529
adiabat 145–148, 167, 413
isentropic 225
non-isentropic 510–512
potential temperature 495
advection see heat transfer
affinity 596, 613
and reaction progress 596, 614
albedo 71
and greenhouse warming 640
analytical concentration 527
of CO2 in seawater 528
of Fe3+ in seawater 556, 557 (figure)
Anderson–Grüneisen parameter 392
temperature dependence 394
Antoine equation 329
asteroid
ohmic heating 113, 115

thermal gradient (across asteroid belt) 115
Arrhenius law 159, 609–610
atmosphere
chemical evolution 645
carbonate sequestration (Urey reaction) 654
and liquid water 648
effect of gravitational acceleration 652
oxidation state 649, 652, 654, 655
carbon species 654
difference with planet’s interior 659, 664
effect of methane 654
effect of water vapor 654
and liquid water 649
sulfur species 653
speciation 649 (figure), 650 (figure), 651 (figure),
653 (figure), 655 (figure), see also gas
effect on atmospheric pressure 649
collapsed 619
gravitational binding 616, 653, 616 (figure)
greenhouse gases 620, 631
mass 618
hydrogen loss 617, 653
desiccation 649, 654
oxidation 619, 651
scale height 622
of specific planetary bodies 623
steam 654
stratification 624
thermal escape 616, 618
Beer–Lambert law 611, 635
Biot–Savart law 32, 33
black body 71, 626, see also heat transfer, thermal
radiation
radiant energy balance of 629
boiling curve 535
Boltzmann’s postulate 202
and ideal activity 259
boundary layer
rheological 160, 158 (figure), 169, 171
thermal 135
in convection 157, 158 (figure)
and cooling history of the Earth 137–141
in magma chambers (Soret diffusion in) 591
Brayton cycle 192 (figure)
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brines
Martian 538
phase relations 313, 317, 535
brown dwarf 65
bulk modulus see modulus
calcite saturation 553, 568
in the Archaean oceans 561, 562 (figure)
Maple code 551, 568
in soda lakes 569
Callisto
internal structure 518
carbonate speciation
Maple code 550, 568
in rain water 549, 551 (figure)
in seawater 553
in soda lakes 569, 570 (figure), 572 (figure)
Carnot’s theorem 191
catastrophic impacts
thermal effect 87
center of mass 104
chain rule 20
chemical diffusivity see diffusion
chemical potential see equilibrium, Gibbs free energy,
potential
chemical potential diagrams 318
slopes of phase boundaries 318–319
chemical reaction
activation energy 234
composite 600
parallel 601
branching ratio 603
rate laws 600
sequential 600, 602 (figure)
steady-state approximation 601
elementary 592
and chemical equilibrium 49
collision partner 593, 604, 606
first-order 598
half life 598
reaction time scale 598
molecularity 592, 594
Lindemann mechanism 593
order 593
pseudo-first-order 600
rate constant 594, 595
and equilibrium constant 596
in photochemical reactions 610, 611
in thermally activated reactions 609
rate law 594, 595
and equilibrium constant 596
first-order 598
second-order 599
entropy production by 184, 207, 221, 578,
594–597, 668, 669
Gibbs free energy of 230, 231, 240, 318
kinetics and thermodynamics 595–597
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net rate 595
and approach to equilibrium 597
in heterogenous systems 612
reaction interface 612
reaction volume 612, 613
progress variable 595, 614
rate 50, 577, 592–611
chemographic diagram 302, 302 (figure), 304 (figure),
309 (figure)
and compositional degeneracy 311
chondrite
fluid composition 467
radioactive heating 119
Clapeyron equation 238
in open systems 319
Clapeyron slope 238, 243
of ice melting reactions 520, 538
of mantle melting reaction 495, 504
and decompression melting 499
in Mars 507
of mantle phase transitions 405
coconuts 501
C–O–H fluid speciation 460
during core formation in planetesimals 467, 471
(figure), 472 (figure)
Maple code 469
during serpentinization 461, 464 (figure)
Maple code 462
collapsed atmosphere 346
collision 21
elastic 11, 57
inelastic , 76, 86, 88 (figure),
molecular 592-594, 609
components see phase component, system component
compositional degeneracy 311
compressibility 41
adiabatic 225
at a critical point 432, 438
factor (of gases) 429
critical 440, 445
isothermal 224, 310
of fluids 310
of gases 237 (figure), 238
of minerals 395–398
at a phase transition 237
critical 371
consolute point see critical mixing point
constitutive relation 583, 126, see also heat transfer
constraints (thermodynamic) 210
contraction 74
equilibrium 94
of gas giants 474
convection 33, 123, see also Earth, heat transfer, ice,
Mars, Venus
atmospheric 195, 196 (figure), 633
as a heat engine 141–145,
as a heat transfer mechanism 150, 153–157
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convection (cont.)
in icy satellites 519
in Jabba the Hutt 666
in Mars 178
moving plate 158 (figure), 160, 161, 165–169, 171
parametrization of 153, 165–178
stagnant lid 158 (figure), 160, 169–173
thermodynamic efficiency of 189
in planetary interiors 193, 194 (figure)
in the terrestrial mantle 138
Archaean 166
heat transfer efficiency of 161
in Venus 175
convex function 220
coordinate change 219
core formation 96
corresponding states 440
critical mixing point 352, 350 (figure), 353 (figure),
see also solvus, temperature
analogy with critical point of a fluid 435
behavior 352
calculation 355, 357 (figure)
and dilute aqueous solutions 522
metastable 357
cryoscopic constant 533
crystallographic sites
multiplicity 260
ordering 268, 362, 363, 368 (figure)
Debye–Hückel theory 563, see also activity
coefficient, dielectric constant, electrolyte,
permittivity
a posteriori justification 564
distance of maximum approach 565
full equation 565
limiting law (at very low concentrations) 564
degrees of freedom 57, 59, 61
in gases 62
in melts 478
in the phase rule 289, 290, 295, 296, 334, 483
at a critical point 353
under externally controlled intensive variables
315
in multicomponent fluids 467
in solids 209, 408
in systems of equations 256, 288
density 64
atmospheric 618, 645
critical 440 (table)
Earth’s mantle 401, 410
energy (solar power) 629
giant planet interiors 473
icy satellite interiors 518, 520
in magma segregation processes 511
number (Beer–Lambert law) 611, 636
particle 65
in terrestrial atmosphere 605
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in phase equilibrium 238
Pitzer–Sterner EOS 446
in planetary assembly processes 74, 76
in planetary contraction 89, 93
in planetary convection 143, 154
in planetary differentiation 96
of subcritical fluids 431, 438
of supercritical fluids 428, 438, 448, 450 (figure)
description
macroscopic 55, 26, 125, 196, 202, 275, 349, 373,
387, 388-401, 407, 543, 593, 610, 625,
634–635, 668
microscopic 55, 26, 127, 196–205, 265, 275, 362,
373, 387, 477, 482, 540, 563, 594, 636, 669
diapir 509
heat transfer efficiency of 510
dielectric constant 541
in Debye–Hückel theory 564, 565
effect on ionic dissociation 544, 545
at molecular lenghtscales 544
variation with temperature 542
of water 542
dielectric strength 29, 541
difference operator 239
differential equation 129–133
Maple solver 600
differentiation (planetary) 74
of planetesimals (fluid distribution) 471
in Saturn 102
thermal effect of core formation 99
diffusion
chemical 581–588, see also Arrhenius law, Soret
diffusion
binary see interdiffusion
diffusion coefficient 583
diffusivity see coefficient
eddy diffusivity 586
Fick’s first law 583
Fick’s second law 584
in heterogeneous systems 612, 614
interdiffusion 586
coefficient 588
and tracer diffusion 587, 588
and metamorphic recrystallization 586
phenomenological relationship 582, 587, 588
tracer 581
and entropy generation 210, 226, 578, 580
equation 129
of heat see heat transfer
of momentum 125, see also Arrhenius law
thermal 590
and chemical diffusion 591
diffusion–advection equation 148
dimension 6
dimensional analysis 6
disproportionation reaction 428
dissipation factor 106
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Dufour effect 579, 590, 592
Dulong and Petit’s law 63, 390
Earth
accretionary heating 82, 88
age estimate by Kelvin 138
significance for mantle convection 141, 150, 161
Archaean
atmosphere 323, 556, 649
and origin of life 661, 663
magmas 504
molecular oxygen 661
seawater 560
asthenosphere 135, 159
fluid densities in 450
banded iron formations 323, 554–561, 661, see also
iron solubility
bulk composition 118
continental crust 308
melting 494
subduction 398
volatile densities in 448, 450 (figure)
convergent plate margins
melting at 516
core–mantle boundary 142
thermal pressure 413
zero-temperature pressure 412
density of fluids
along continental geotherm 449
in the upper mantle 449
differentiation 99
glacial periods (late Proterozoic) 641
global warming 528
Hadean
atmosphere 663
thermal conditions of Earth–Moon system 111
heat flow 78
ice-free (Mesozoic) 640
komatiites 167, 507
mantle
lower 401
transition zone 401
fluids 449
upper 401
fluids 442, 450 (figure)
melting 499, 504, 511, 516
thermal pressure in 413
mantle convection
adiabatic gradient 147
during the Archaean 167
Nusselt number 161
Péclet number 150
Rayleigh number 157
mantle phase transitions
plagioclase–spinel 241
ringwoodite–perovskite 401, 415, 403 (figure),
417 (figure)
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binary P –XMg loop 418 (figure)
Maple code 403, 416
spinel–garnet 241, 256, 268, 283, 291, 396
Maple code 242, 270, 284
mantle plumes 138, 174
melting at 507
mantle upwelling 506
mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB) 504
mid-ocean ridges 142, 243, 271, see also
melting
lherzolite melting 243, 271, 484, 496
mantle upwelling 496
oceanic island basalt (OIB) 504
oceanic lithosphere 135, 145, 153 (figure)
evolution after the end of plate tectonics 171
as thermal boundary layer 157
thermal erosion of 496
ozone 603
Chapman cycle 603, 633
destruction by catalytic cycles 606, 607, 608
(figure)
partial pressure 605
radioactive heating 118
seawater
concentration of dissolved gases 528
secular cooling 118, 139, 171
subduction zones 142, 160, 171
limestones 313
melting at 494
tidal heating 111
tropical atmospheric circulation 195
ebullioscopic constant 533
electric current density 114
electromagnetic radiation see thermal radiation
electrolyte 522, see also activity, activity coefficient,
entropy, field, heat capacity, hydrogen ion,
potential, standard state
Debye–Hückel theory 563, see also activity
coefficient
validity of 566, 566 (figure)
dissociation 540, 543
Born’s equation 544
electrical neutrality 545
Guggenheim model 573
Helgeson model 574
ion activity product 571
ionic strength 564
mean ionic activity coefficient 546
mean ionic molality 546
and neutral species (different behavior) 562, 563
(figure)
Pitzer model 573
principle of specific ion interactions 573
solubility product 552
strong 544
bulk aqueous electrolyte 547
activity 548
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electrolyte (cont.)
weak 544
activity 547
dissociation constant 547
electron degeneracy 66, 473
emissivity 71, 626, 632, see also heat transfer,
radiation
Enceladus
internal structure 519, 519
tidal heating 111
energy 4
activation 159, 167, 234, 609
balance in atmosphere 637 (figure)
binding
gravitational 75–78, 79, 89, 93, 473
per unit mass 77, 77 (figure), 87
nuclear 70
dissipation of 116–120
conservation 4
in a convecting fluid 162
conversion 123, 141, 193
dissipation 13, 47
in an diabatic system 509
and entropy generation 186–189, 510
by inelastic deformation 510
by melt separation 511
elastic 106, 25, 107, 399
electrical
dissipation of 112–116
electromagnetic 71, 625
electronic 55, 632
electrostatic 30, 55
equipartition of 57, 60
Fermi 66
flux 71, 625
Gibbs 223, see also Gibbs free energy
Helmholtz 223, see also Helmholtz free energy
gravitational 7, 76, 122
dissipation of 73
by accretion 74, 78–88
Maple code 80
by contraction 74, 89–96
by differentiation 74, 96–103
in fluid planets 102
by tides 74, 103–112, 110 (figure)
of gas molecules 616
internal 23, 36, 55, 56, 57, 79, 89, 94, 182, 625
at constant entropy 213
and entropy 184, 213
in fluid planet interiors 473
ideal gas
monatomic 59
polyatomic 60
in a thermodynamic cycle 144
as a thermodynamic potential 216–217, 218, 219
ionization 64
kinetic 10, 85
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in First Law of Thermodynamics 86
lattice 30, 31, 75, 405
minimum
principle 213–215
nuclear 55
mechanical 6
in metabolic processes 657–660, 662
for extraterrestrial life 665
of photons 632
of position 405
quantum 66
radiant 625, 627–632
rotational 55, 60, 632
strain 473
thermal 35, 64, 66, 79, 540
thermalized 71, 639
translational 45, 55, 56, 608, 616
vibrational 55, 61, 63, 202, 205, 209, 405, 632
and melting 478
and thermal pressure 407, 413
zero temperature 473
enthalpy 40
in adiabatic path 146
change by heat advection 149
change by heat diffusion 128
of crystallization 46
of dissolution 527, 534
excess 276
and First Law of Thermodynamics 186
of formation 50
standard state 51
reference state 208, 231
of fusion see enthalpy of melting
in Landau theory 379
in mantle convection cycle 193
of melting 336 (figure), 480
effect on magma eruption temperature 495
(figure), 497
in fluid-fluxed melting 512 (figure), 514
effect on melting point depression 340, 341
(figure)
and entropy of melting 185
of rocky materials 99
of solvent 532
of mixing 258
of ordering 363–365
in origin of life 669
partial molar 252
in Onsager reciprocal terms 589
of phase transitions 208, 237, 326, 327, 335, 349,
354, 362, 434
of reaction 43, 45
as thermodynamic potential 222
of vaporization 42
of solvent 533
of volatile species 422
entropy 24, 184
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absolute scale for 207
at absolute zero 206–207
of aqueous electrolyte 547
and Boltzmann’s postulate 202
change between equilibrium states 186
configurational 202, 203, 258, 363
and ideal activity 259–261, 266–273
in non-ideal solutions 275
and disorder 205
and energy minimum principle 213, 215–215
and enthalpy
excess 276
external 578
of formation 240
generation
in adiabatic expansion 146
in Carnot cycle 194
in chemical diffusion 581
by chemical reactions 597
and energy dissipation 186
in free expansion of a gas 188
and heat transfer 188, 580
internal and external components 577
in mantle upwelling 509–512
during mixing of gases 200
and thermodynamic efficiency 190
and Gibbs free energy (Legendre transform of) 223
and Gibbs free energy surface 226
and Helmholtz free energy (Legendre transform of)
223
and information content 205
internal 578
and Landau parameters 379
and life 668–669
of lattice disorder 479
mathematical properties 184
maximum principle 209
and Maxwell demons 202
microscopic interpretation 197–203
of melting 185, 238, 479, 500
and melting point depression 482
microscopic view 478, 479, 480 (figure)
of mixing 200, 202, 258
and configurational entropy of end members 273
of ideal solution 259
as natural variable of enthalpy 222
as natural variable of internal energy 219
of ordering 375, 376 (figure)
partial molar 252
in Soret diffusion 589
of phase transitions 208, 238, 243, 326, 354, 367
in planetary adiabats 225
postulate 184
production rate 578
minimum principle 580
per unit volume 578, 580
reference state 231
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Third Law 231
of the universe 184
vibrational 205
of volatile species 422
environment (in the thermodynamic sense) 2, 164,
188, 315–318, 318, 474, 510, 578, 612, 629, 645,
657, 669
equation of state 20, 55, 64, 94, 147, 232, 386
Brodholt–Wood 447
Maple code 452
calculation of fugacities in mixed fluids 454
Redlich–Kwong 455, 465, 470
Maple code 457
mixing rules 456
calculation of standard state fugacity 422, 451
Maple code 451
cubic 442
fluid planet interiors 473
ideal gas 21, 58, 148, 200
atmospheric density 622
in calculation of Gibbs free energy 233
isothermal 387
from interatomic potentials 406
Murnaghan 388, 389
Holland and Powell parameters 396
Maple code 395, 404
Birch–Murnaghan
Maple code 410, 404
second-order 401
third-order 400
mantle transition zone conditions 404
Born–Mie 407
Maple code 410, 404
terrestrial mantle pressure 410
Mie 406
Kerrick–Jacobs 446
Maple code 451
Pitzer-Sterner 446
Maple code 451
pressure explicit 387
for real gases 429
comparative behavior 444 (figure), 448 (figure)
Redlich–Kwong 444
Maple code 451
possible validity range in planetary interiors
448
for solids 386
universal 440
van der Waals 428, 443
dimensionless form 432, 437
Maple code 451
virial 443
volume-explicit 387
water–ammonia mixtures 520
equilibrium 2, 181, 184
atmospheric composition 427, 603, 646, 652
Maple code 647
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equilibrium (cont.)
oxygen concentration 656
chemical 209, 229
heterogeneous 235, 239
calculation of 239–241
Maple code 242, 404
uncertainties in 243
identity of chemical potentials 247
homogeneous 288, see also Gibbs–Duhem
equation
metastable 298, 298 (figure)
in compositionally degenerate systems 311
in a multicomponent gas phase 261, 459–471
Maple code 265, 462, 469
in open systems 315–325
in phases of variable composition 247
stable 298, 298 (figure)
constant 255–257
for ionic dissociation 547
of water 549
at constant entropy 213
at constant pressure and temperature 234
at discontinuous phase transitions 326–347
displacement towards 578, 592, 597
fugacity 454
hydrostatic 89, 93, 95, 147, 409, 473, 511, 622
in isolated system 210, 184, 213
interatomic distance 405, 477, 609
internal 578
isotopic 116
linear approach to 579
liquid–vapor 428–440
local 578
macrostate 198, 201
phase see phase equilibrium
and Second Law of Thermodynamics 212
temperature
of planetary surface 71, 629, 638
thermal 182, 187, 212, 214
thermalized energy flux 72
thermodynamic 214
at constant pressure and entropy 222
at constant pressure and temperature 223, 226
at constant temperature and volume 435
in fluid planet interiors 474
in a gravitational field 620–624
and life 645, 659, 668
minimization of thermodynamic potential 216,
220
and order parameter 369
volume 406, 436, 437
equipotential surface 9, 216
error function 133
eruption 46, 586, 640
cryolavas 344
pyroclastic 46
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temperature 494, 495 (figure), 497, 505 (figure),
507
ultramafic lavas 167
escape velocity 86
and atmospheric loss 617
Europa
internal structure 518, 519
life 668
tidal heating 111
volatile retention 619
evaporites 305, 425
analogy with igneous phase relations 309
and atmospheric humidity 317, 426 (figure)
evolution (biological) 205, 668
excess thermodynamic functions 275, see also activity
coefficient, enthalpy, entropy, Gibbs free energy,
potential, solution, volume
as relative quantities 282
pitfalls 283, 283 (figure)
Margules parameters 279
polynomial expansion 279–281
exsolution see solvus
fault 47, 152, 160
heating at 49
feldspars
exsolution 358 (figure)
order–disorder 203, 271
field 5
gravitational 7
chemical equilibrium in 581, 620–624
and magmatic ascent 123
and planetary differentiation 96
electric 28
in electrolyte dissociation 541, 543
magnetic 32
interplanetary 112
planetary 33, 194
and planetary heating 112–116
temperature
and heat diffusion 129
fluid
condensed 64, 428
equations of state 442–450
in giant planets 473
momentum transfer in 125
non-condensed 64, 66, 428
planetary mantles as 141, 154–157, 166, 171
in rock melting 512–517 , 512 (figure)
Maple code 515
supercritical 64, 353, 428, 430–440, 436 (figure),
440 (table)
in thermodynamic cycles 192
van der Waals 430
volatile 420
force 5
buoyancy 143, 154
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electrostatic 27, 541, 565
frictional 47, 105
gravitational 7, 75, 103, 620
inside a body 98
interatomic 405, 540, 543
intermolecular 428, 445
Lorentz 32, 113
magnetic 32
thermodynamic 578, 580
in thermodynamic potential 672
tidal 104–110
viscous 126, 155, 164
Fourier’s law 124
freezing curve 535
freezing point depression equation 327, 533, see also
melting point depression equation
fugacity 265, 421
of CO2
effect on composition of soda lakes 568, 572
(figure)
Maple code 568
effect on iron solubility in seawater 560
effect on pH surface waters 551
in the Archaean atmosphere 560
in a gravitational field 623
and Henry’s law constant for gas solubility 526
ideal gas limit 421, 451
in mixed fluids 454
calculation 455, 458 (figure)
Maple code 457
as a representation of chemical potential 422
standard state 421
calculation 422, 450–454, 453 (figure)
Maple code 451
of oxygen 426
buffered by atmospheric methane 654
buffered by graphite 471 (figure)
buffered by iron oxidation reactions 426, 427
(figure)
effect of pressure 428, 427 (figure)
in planetary atmospheres 655
effect on iron solubility in seawater 555–561,
649, 557 (figure), 559 (figure)
and carbonate precipitation 560
effect on serpentinization reactions 463, 464
(figure)
methane production 464
of graphite-saturated fluids 470, 471 (figure)
in the Hadean atmosphere 648–656, 649 (figure),
650 (figure)
in the Martian atmosphere 656
in the terrestrial atmosphere (present day) 427,
554, 656
of H2 O
at dehydration reactions 423, 424 (figure)
in evaporite formation 425, 426 (figure)
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during serpentinization reactions 423, 464
(figure)
and hydration of peridotites 423, 424 (figure)
fugacity coefficient 421
in mixed fluids 457, 454, 462
Maple code 463
standard state 421, 453
Ganymede
cryomagmas 345, 520
internal structure 518, 519
tidal heating 111
gas
aqueous solution 526
atmospheric speciation 645
Maple code 647
equilibrium with condensed phases 328–330 , 342,
346
gravitational stratification 624
gravitationally bound to planets 617
ideal 25, 40, 47, 55, 65
activity–composition relationship 261
expansion 188
Gibbs free energy 233, 235, 238, 420
Maple code 234
gravitational self-compression 94
microstate 197
mixing 199
Maxwell’s demons 202
monatomic 55
planetary atmospheres 148
pressure 57
speciation 257, 264
Maple code 265
interaction with electromagnetic energy 632–633
real , 62, 66
chemical potential 421–422
equations of state 428–430, 440–450
Maple code 451
speciation 459–471
Maple code 462, 469
simple 440
and Redlich–Kwong equation of state 445
gas giants
convection 194
heat sources 96, 78
geobarometry 256
geothermometry 256
geoid 9, 123
Gibbs–Duhem equation 288, 295
in dilute solutions 530
equivalent systems of equations 291
in a gravitational field 621
homogeneous system of equations 292
and phase rule 289
and phenomenological coefficients 587
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Gibbs free energy 223, see also chemical reaction,
energy, entropy, heat capacity, pressure,
temperature, thermal expansion, thermodynamic
potential
calculation 230, 395
Maple code 234, 395
of charging 543
of dissolution 534, 526
in equations of state for solids 389
of formation 231, 240
in a gravitational field 620
of ionic dissociation 544, 547
of melting 254
minimization (in calculation of fluid speciation)
465–470, 646
Maple code 469, 647
of mixing 265
derivatives of 352
excess 275, 280
and critical phase transitions 349, 350 (figure),
355, 356, 357 (figure)
in dilute solutions 525
and osmotic coefficient 531
ideal 266 (figure), 266, 275
and exsolution 349
of ordering 363, 367, 368 (figure), 376 (figure)
as Landau potential 373, 373, 376, 373
Maple code 383
partial molar 252
of reaction 240, 241, 230
calculation 241, 231
and equilibrium constant 255
Maple code 242, 383, 395, 404
and phase boundaries 236
surface 226 (figure), 235–238, 244, 270 (figure)
Gibbs’ phase rule see phase rule
graphite saturation boundary 469, 471 (figure)
Maple code 469
gravitational acceleration 7, 8
and atmospheric escape 618, 623
and atmospheric speciation 651
and atmospheric stratification 624
inside a body 92
and thermal pressure 415
and thermodynamic efficiency of planetary
convection 193
and tidal forces 104, 107
gravitational binding energy see energy
gravitational constant 7
gravitational heating 75
gravitational potential see potential
greenhouse warming 637, 640 (figure), 641 (figure),
see also albedo, atmosphere, equilibrium
temperature, heat transfer, thermalized sunlight,
toy model
Grüneisen parameter see Grüneisen ratio
Grüneisen ratio 225, 407, 408, 473
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harmonic oscillator 62
heat 35
engines 141, 145
Carnot’s cycle 192, 192 (figure)
thermodynamic efficiency of 190
in planetary convection 194 (figure)
generation by gravitational dissipation 73–103
generation by ohmic heating 112–115
generation by radioactive decay 116–120, 118
(figure), 119 (figure), 117 (table)
and diffusive cooling of the Earth 140
generation by tidal dissipation 105–112,
110 (figure)
Maple code 80
latent 40, 42, 349
at critical phase transitions 355
at discontinuous phase transitions 362
sensible 39
of transport 589
heat advection see heat transfer
heat capacity 35, 41
at constant pressure 38,40
and derivatives of Gibbs free energy 224
ideal gas 62
at constant volume 36
and derivatives of Helmholtz free energy 225
ideal gas
diatomic 60
monatomic 59
polyatomic 60
and Debye temperature 390, 64, 390 (figure)
of electrolytes 525, 547, 550
function 43
in calculation of Gibbs free energy 232
Maple code 234
in calculation of fluid equilibria 422
Maple code 463, 469
in calculation of Gibbs free energy of reaction
240, 242
Maple code 242, 395
for high-pressure phases 402
Maple code 403
Shomate 43
low-temperature behavior 207
molar 53
of ordering 375
at phase transitions 208, 237, 374 (figure), 376
(figure)
critical 371, 375, 432
lambda 377, 379
of solids 63
specific 38
of silicate minerals 87
and Third Law of Thermodynamics 206, 209
(figure)
heat conduction see heat diffusion
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heat conductivity 579, see also thermal conductivity
heat diffusion see heat transfer
heat diffusivity 129
dimension of 133
of rocks 135
heat flow 35
at constant energy vs. constant entropy 215
and entropy generation 181–183, 200, 203, 578,
580–580
rate 50
planetary 71–73, 73 (table), 73 (figure), 77
(figure), 138
reduced 589
as a thermodynamic flow 578, 579
heat flux 71, see also heat flow
heat transfer
advection 127, 141, 148-153
advection–diffusion equation 149
and metamorphic field gradients 151
velocity scale for see Péclet number
convection 142, 153–178
criterion for see Rayleigh number
dimensionless heat flux see Nusselt number
driving force for 160
efficiency see Nusselt number
of Earth’s mantle 161
Mars 177 (figure), 178
with moving plates 160, 165–166, 168 (figure)
with a stagnant lid 160, 169-171, 170 (figure),
172 (figure)
superadiabatic thermal gradient in 155
terrestrial atmosphere 196
thermal boundary layer 157, 158 (figure)
thermodynamic efficiency 193
Venus 175, 176 (figure)
diffusion 125, 126–141
boundary layer 135, 140
constitutive relation 125
cooling of planetary bodies by 137–141
diffusion equation 129, 584
Fourier’s law 124, 583
length 135
reciprocal relationship with chemical diffusion
589–592
time 135
in the kinetics of heterogeneous equilibrium 612,
613, 614
radiation 127, 625–632
and greenhouse warming 637–643
Helmholtz free energy 223, see also energy, entropy,
heat capacity, temperature, thermodynamic
potential
in Birch–Murnaghan equation of state 399
in calculation of standard state fugacity 452
and critical point of a fluid 432
as elastic free energy 399
in equation of state for fluids 442
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Pitzer–Sterner equation 446
and liquid–vapor equilibrium 435
non-dimensional 435
residual (in a real gas) 442
in Pitzer–Sterner EOS 446
in virial EOS 442
Henry’s law 278
constant 278, see also activity coefficient, fugacity
for gases 526
and volatility 527
relationship to Margules parameters 280
and trace element geochemistry 484
and chemical diffusivity 583
hydrogen
in the early terrestrial atmosphere 649
escape from planetary atmospheres 58, 617, 619,
624, 651, 653, 654, 656
in graphite-saturated fluids 467
ion
chemical potential of 322
reference state for electrolytes 548
concentration (pH) 549
oxidation as a metabolic process 662–668
pressure ionization 101, 355, 387
ice
carbon monoxide
phenocrysts in cryolavas 344, 345 (figure)
Triton surface 346, 346 (figure)
giant planets 66
on Mars 313
at equilibrium with perchlorate brines 539
(figure), 538
methane
phenocrysts in cryolavas 344, 345 (figure)
nitrogen
Triton surface 346, 346 (figure)
planetary bodies 52
accretion of 87, 88 (figure)
convection in 519
cryomagmatism 520
internal structure of 519
tidal heating of 111, 110 (figure)
on Titan 336
water
effect on atmospheric oxidation state and
metabolic pathways 664
effect on atmospheric hydrogen loss 619, 654
effect on planetary albedo 640
at equilibrium with brines 535–540, 536 (figure)
phase diagram 518, 518 (figure)
polymorphs 518
igneous petrology 477, 482
inner product 5, 578
Io
heat flow 72, 78
mantle pressure 415
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Io (cont.)
tidal heating 106, 110
ionic atmosphere 563, 565
ionization
pressure 66
of hydrogen 101
thermal 65
ionization product (of water) 549
iron solubility (in seawater) 554, 557 (figure), 559
(figure), 562 (figure)
in the Archaean 560, see also Earth, banded iron
formations
controlled by hematite 556
controlled by magnetite 558
controlled by siderite 560
constraints on Archaean atmospheric
composition 561, 562 (figure)
effect of pH 560
and oxidation conditions 560
speciation of ferric species 555
speciation of ferrous species 556
irradiance 625, 71
isentrope 146, 187 see also adiabat
isotopic decay (heat generated by) 13
Jupiter
heat flow 78
Kelvin–Helmholtz cooling 95
kinetic theory of gases 55
Lagrange multipliers 466
Landau theory 372, see also enthalpy, entropy, Gibbs
free energy, order parameter, phase transition,
potential, pressure, temperature, volume.
lapse rate 147
lattice
disorder 479, 500
points 477, 480
Legendre transform 219, 219 (figure)
life see also Earth, entropy, Europa, Mars,
metabolism, methanogenesis
carbon-fixing reactions 657, 661, 662, 663
carbon oxidations state in organic matter 657,
658
Gibbs free energy change of 657
not based on carbon (unlikelihood of) 665
not based on chemical potential gradients
(unlikelihood of) 666
and entropy production 669
in icy satellites 668
on Mars 667
multiple biogenesis 660, 668
origin 660, 663
CO2 as the oxidizer 661
extraterrestrial supply of reduced carbon 665
reduced atmosphere 664, 668
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thermodynamic arguments 664, 669
properties 645
respiration reactions 659, 657, 658
activation energy 658
ferric iron (on Mars) 667
hydrogen 662
methanogenesis 662, 663
primordial 661
in a reduced atmosphere 667
silicate weathering 659
under strongly reducing conditions 668
limestone see calcite saturation
liquidus 334
and eruption temperatures 494
undercooling and crystallization 614
macroscopic aggregate 265, 275
macrostate 197
equilibrium 201, 202
Madelung constant 31
magma 477
chemical diffusion 584, 585 (figure)
and crystal size 615
differentiation 484
eruption temperature 497, 506, 509
generation 481, 484
by decompression melting 496
effect of trace volatiles 491
as a localized thermal event 494
by fluid influx 512, 516
icy 518, 520, 574
Soret diffusion 591
magma ascent 123, 123(figure), 345
magmatic superheat 494
Mahler, Gustav 620
Maple 42
array 45
command 44
export data 44
package 43
procedure 42
spreadsheet 44
table 44, 45
worksheet 44
see also entries under specific applications
Mars
atmospheric evolution 654
photodissociation of H2 O 620
atmospheric methane 461
and serpentinization of mafic rocks 465
atmospheric oxidation conditions 656
atmospheric scale height 623
atmospheric stability 618, 652
bogus microbes 461, 667
core–mantle boundary 417
thermal pressure 415
zero-temperature pressure 415
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differentiation of 99, 101
hematite 325
hot spots 509
internal heat source 78
life 667
lithosphere 178, 507
thermal erosion of 509
magmatic provinces 509
volcano-tectonic bulges 510
magnetic field 33
mantle convection 160, 174, 177 (figure)
thermodynamic efficiency of 194
mantle heat flux 139
mantle melting 507, 508 (figure)
mantle phase transitions 401, 418, 417 (figure)
mantle plumes 510
melting at 508 (figure)
mantle pressures 415
perchlorate solutions 538
surface conditions 314, 325, 465, 538
stability of aqueous solutions 540
material property 17, 38, 41, 672
in Arrhenius law 159
in constitutive relations for diffusion 124
as second derivatives of thermodynamic potentials
224
macroscopic 26, 36
molar 38
specific 38
at zero pressure 411
Maxwell demons 202
Maxwell’s principle of equipartition of energy see
energy
Maxwell relations 225, 479, 672, 673
Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution 17 (figure), 56, 58
mean field theory 373
melt
chemical diffusivity 584
and crystal growth 614
definition 64, 420, 477
effect on tidal heating 111
Soret diffusion 591
trace element contents 484–486, see also Nernst’s
distribution law
melting
of alkali halides 480
binary loop 336 (figure)
Fe–Ni alloys 335
olivine 335
effect of trace water concentrations 490, 491
carbonatites 312
congruent 310
cotectic 483
definition 477–481
as loss of long-range order 478, 480 (figure)
Lennard–Jones and Devonshire theory 478
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effect of trace components 484–492, 488 (figure),
489 (figure)
partition coefficient 485
effect of volatiles 489–492, 492,492 (figure), 492
(figure), see also melting by volatile influx
in multicomponent systems 492
nature of sub-solidus host 490
solubility in silicate melts and melting relations
490
eutectic 339, 341 (figure)
in aqueous solutions 536
effect of enthalpy of melting 342
ice assemblages 344, 345 (figure)
Maple code 339
Martian brines 538, 539 (figure)
in multicomponent systems 483
significance in planetary magmatism 482
heat sources 494
hydrous 308–310, 309 (figure)
dehydration-melting 310, 491 (figure)
vapor-saturated 310
in icy satellites 517, 520
incongruent 310, 484
of metals 479
peritectic 484
of planetary bodies
by decay of short-lived isotopes 120, 119 (figure)
during core formation 99
during large impacts 87, 88 (figure)
by ohmic heating 112
during accretion 85
of quartz 481
of rocks
by adiabatic decompression 494–512
batch process 123
contributing factors 499
effect of gravitational dissipation 511
effect of melting temperature 500
effect of viscous dissipation 511
fractional process 500
in Earth’s upper mantle 504, 505 (figure), 506
(figure)
during the Archaean 507
at mid-ocean ridges 496, 507
at oceanic islands 507
relation of solidus to adiabat 495
in icy satellites 518 (figure), 518–521
in the Martian mantle 507, 508 (figure)
eruption temperature 497
minimum size of melting region 510
in multicomponent systems 502, 502 (figure)
Maple code 504
melt production equation under batch
melting 503
melt production equation under fractional
melting 504
non-isentropic 509
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or rocks (cont.)
in one component systems 497, 497 (figure),
502 (figure)
under batch melting conditions 497
melt production equation 499, 500
under fractional melting conditions 500
melt production equation 501
of silicates 481
trace element partitioning 484
batch melting equation 486, 486 (figure)
compatible trace element 486
complications with modeling 529
effect of crystalline structure 485
effect on melting point depression 488
controlling parameters 489
effect of melting points of trace and major
component 485
effect on melting relations 492
effect of solvent composition 529
effect of temperature 529
incompatible trace element 486
thermodynamic underpinnings 529
under mid-ocean ridges 269 (figure), 495, 495
(figure)
by volatile influx 512–516, 512 (figure), 517
(figure)
limited by fluid solubility 513, 516
thermodynamic relations 512–514
numerical solution 515–516
Maple code 515
melting point depression equation 482, 532
and trace components 487
Mercury
core formation 100
tidal heating 112
metabolism 645, 657, see also life
based on chemical potential gradient at planet’s
surface 659
redox reactions 660, 661, 667
and entropy generation 668
primordial 660, 662, 664, 663
metamorphic field gradient 152
metamorphic reactions
diffusion 584, 585 (figure)
retrograde 423
ultra-high pressure 398, 397 (figure)
methane
ammonia atmosphere 649–651
carbon monoxide eutectic (model for Tritonian
magmas) 344, 345 (figure)
ethane fractionation in Titan’s surface systems 336,
337 (figure)
metabolic product 662–664
production by serpentinization of mafic rocks 461,
464 (figure)
Maple code 462
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methanogenesis 662, see also life, metabolism,
methane
ammonia oxidation 663
hydrogen oxidation 662
and origin of life 664
sulfur oxidation 663
microstate 197
and entropy of mixing 258, 200
equivalent 198
fluctuations 201
and ideal activity 259, 271
in Landau theory 373
in order-disorder phase transitions 364
number of (calculation) 197, 204
postulates 198, 201, 202
microwave background radiation 631, 626
(figure)
modulus
bulk 17, 41
adiabatic 24, 674
isothermal 18, 389
at a critical point 432, 434
in Mie equation of state 406
pressure dependence 389, 394-394
temperature dependence 390-394, 390
(figure)
elastic 24
shear 25
Young’s 25
molality 523
momentum 11
angular (in tidal coupling) 105
diffusivity 129
kinematic viscosity 129
flux 126
and dynamic viscosity 126
Arrhenius law behavior 609, 159
of photons 629
transfer 124, 125 (figure)
and entropy production 578
Moon
anorthositic crust 520, 174
heat flow 78, 139
tidal heating 111
Mount St. Helen’s 47
Nernst’s distribution coefficient see Nernst’s
distribution law
Nernst’s distribution law 529, 485
nuclear weapons 47
Nusselt number 161 see also Earth mantle
in icy satellites 519
in stagnant lid convection 170
ohmic heating 33
in planetary energy budgets 112
one-form 5
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Onsager’s reciprocal relation 579, 590, see also
chemical potential, enthalpy, phenomenological
coefficient
optical thickness 611, 635
and mean free path 636
order parameter 363, 370 (figure)
and atomic ordering 367, 368 (figure)
in fluids 371, 432, 437
and crystal symmetry 371
in Landau theory 373, 374 (figure), 380 (figure)
and melting 480
minimization of Gibbs free energy 364
and origin of life 669
in a solvus 369
osmotic coefficient 530
calculation 531
of electrolytes 566
relationship to activity coefficients 532
osmotic swimmers 666
partial derivative 18
Laplacian operator 128
partial molar properties 248, 250, 251 (figure),
see also Gibbs free energy, chemical potential
and configurational entropy 259
in dilute solutions 525
in Gibbs–Duhem equation 288
and ideal activity 266
and interdiffusion coefficients 587
and non-ideal activity 277
in ideal gases 262
in real gases 454
partial pressure see pressure
partition function 57, 59
Péclet number 150 see also Earth mantle
of mantle diapirs 510
and metamorphic field gradients 151
and sea-floor spreading 153
perfect crystal 207
permittivity 28
of free space 28
in Debye–Hückel theory 564
of polar solvents 543
perpetual motion machine 34, 191
pH 549
effect on iron solubility 322, 325 (figure), 560, 562
(figure)
in imaginary Martian microbes 667
of rain water 549, 551 (figure)
Maple code 551
of seawater 553
of soda lakes 567–571, 570 (figure), 572 (figure)
Maple code 568
phase 2, 229
condensed 64, 66
at a critical point 352
non-condensed 64
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supercritical 352
subcritical 352
phase boundary 235, 236, 236-238
calculation 241, 256, 268, 395
Maple code 242, 270, 284, 395
uncertainties in 243, 244 (figure)
at very high pressure (mantle transition zone)
401–405, 403 (figure), 415–419
Maple code 403, 416
in the Martian mantle 417 (figure)
and phase transition 238
phase component 245, 288
in the phase rule 290
phase diagram 235 (figure), 236, 287
phase equilibrium 236, 287–289
analysis 295–325, see also Schreinemakers’ rule
divariant 296
in a gravitational field 620–622
invariant 296
pseudo-divariant 315
pseudo-invariant 315
pseudo-univariant 315
in open systems 315–319
among phases of variable composition 325–347
univariant 296
phase rule 289, 290, 295
at a critical point 353–355
conditions of criticality 354
at the liquid–vapor loop 434
phase transition 14, 41, 236–238, see also phase
boundary
continuous see critical phase transition
critical 326, 349, 364, 480, see also solvus
algebraic analysis 355–359, 357 (figure), 358
(figure)
Landau theory 372–375
compared to polymorphic transformations 362
in fluids 428–440, 436 (figure)
phase rule analysis 355
solid–melt 480
discontinuous 14, 42, 209, 237, 326, 478
as compositional degeneracies 311
among condensed phases 326
involving gases at low pressure 328
Landau theory analysis 377–379
metastable critical point 378
liquid–gas 428, 434
among phases of variable composition 330–344,
418 (figure), 418
thermal effect on mantle adiabat 498
first-order see discontinuous phase transition
lambda 367, 371, 372 (figure)
Landau theory analysis 375–377
Maple code 383
effect on mineral equilibria 381
Landau theory 372–381
order–disorder 361–367
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phase transition (cont.)
origin of life 669
and phase boundary 239
second-order see critical phase transition
tricritical 377, 380 (figure), 377, see also lambda
phase transition
phenomenological coefficient 579
chemical diffusivity 587
cross-flow components 579, 588
thermal conductivity 580
thermal diffusion (Onsager reciprocal terms) 589
phenomenological description 26, 55
philosophers 202
photochemical reaction 594, 610
carbon fixing 657
ozone depletion 608
ozone production 604
photodissociation 593, 633
of halomethanes 605
of methane 461, 619
and hydrogen loss 624, 653, 654
and origin of life 660
of oxygen 603, 608
of water 619
in icy satellites 668
photon
absorption cross section 636, 604, 610, 611
and mean free path 636
energy 608, 632
and interactions with matter 632, 593, 594, 610,
633, 635
flux 610
solar 638
variation with elevation 611
mean free path 636
momentum 608, 629
photosphere 626 (figure)
photosynthesis 620, 657, 658
and origin of life 660
planetesimal 78
extreme heating of 119
ohmic heating 116
plate tectonics 161, 171, see also Earth
Archaean 167
thermodynamic efficiency 194
Pluto
atmosphere 346, 616
polar molecules 541, 542 (figure)
polar solvent 544
post-modernist writers 202
potential
chemical 217, 224
buffering 294
as coordinates in phase equilibrium analysis
315–325
as criterion for chemical equilibrium 247
in dilute solutions 524
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as driving force for mass transfer 248, 581
in Soret diffusion (Onsager reciprocal terms)
589
in a gravitational field 621
in electrolyte solutions 545, 547, 552
as partial molar property 252
excess 277, 278 (figure)
in dilute solutions 525
in electrolyte solutions 565
of non-stoichiometric components 293
relationship to activity 254, 266 (figure)
relationship to fugacity 421–422
standard state 252
electrostatic (in ionic solutions) 543
gravitational 8, 70, 98, see also energy, gravitational
and atmospheric scale height 622
and atmospheric stability 616, 620
as biological nutrient 666
of solid sphere 89
and tidal dissipation 107, 110
interatomic 66, 66, 387
in Born–Mie equation of state 405–407
intermolecular 64
in van der Waals equation of state 429
Landau 373
in minerals 382 (figure)
Maple code 383
thermodynamic 216, 222–223
behavior under the Legendre transform 222
fundamental equation 217
grand 223
in electrolyte solutions 547
internal energy 216
and Maxwell’s relations 225
minimization (calculation of equilibrium) 465
natural variables 217
potential gradient (thermodynamic force) 578, 580,
597
in biological processes 659
extraterrestrial 666
potential temperature (of mantle adiabat) 495, see also
temperature, adiabat
icy satellites 519
Earth 504
Mars 507
PREM (preliminary reference Earth model) 412, 416,
411 (figure), 412 (figure)
pressure
atmospheric 618, 646
variation with elevation 622, 624 (figure)
critical 432, 438 (figure), 439 (figure), 438 (figure),
440 (table)
elastic 387, see also zero temperature pressure
electronic 387
effect on solvus 353
ionization 66, 65 (figure), 101
and the kinetic theory of gases 58
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in Landau potential 381
isothermal 399, 405
natural variable of enthalpy 222
natural variable of Gibbs free energy 223
partial 262
and fugacity 421
and photon mean free path 636
at vaporization phase transitions 340
in planetary interiors 89, 93, 147, 217
radiation see momentum, photons
reference 50
for high-pressure equations of state 386
thermal 387, 394, 405, 407–409, 413
calculation 409
in gas giants 473
in Io 415, 414 (figure)
in the Earth’s mantle 413, 411 (figure)
in the Martian mantle 415, 414 (figure)
and thermal expansion 413
thermodynamic definition 186
units 6
vapor 329
zero temperature 413
in the Earth’s mantle 411, 411 (figure)
in icy satellites 518
in Mars 414 (figure)
Maple code 410
proper mass 38
proto-star 95
pseudo-scientists 183
quantum mechanics 55, 63, 626
selection rules for absorption of electromagnetic
energy 633
quasi-crystalline model of melts 480
radiation see heat transfer, thermal radiation
inverse square law 628
radiation pressure 629, see also momentum of photons
radioactive heating
early Solar System 119, 119 (figure)
Earth, present day 118
and Kelvin’s estimate of the age of the Earth 141
radioactive isotopes 117
short lived 117
upwards concentration (incompatible behavior) 141
Raoult’s law 278
Rayleigh number 156 see also Earth mantle
in icy satellites 519
in parametrization of mantle convection 166
in stagnant lid convection 169
reduced variables 432
respiration reactions
rate 658
RMS molecular speed 58
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Saturn
heat flow 78
contribution of helium unmixing 102
scalar 9, 124
scalar field 5
scaling 135
of convection 160–162
of sea-floor spreading 153
Schreinemakers’ rule 302, 298 (figure), 301, 305
and compositional degeneracy 311
and melting relations 484
in open systems 315
self-compression 413
self-gravitating 75
shear zone 47
heating at 49, 511
singular curve 354, 353 (figure)
singular point 354, 438, 438 (figure)
soda lakes 568
and alkaline volcanoes 569
response to alkali-earth cation starvation 568, 571
response to carbon dioxide fugacity 571
solar constant 629
solar nebula 51
condensation 344
and planetary accretion 79, 619
solar wind 112
T-Tauri phase 115
solid solutions
clinopyroxene 358 (figure)
garnet 267, 358 (figure)
olivine 260, 266, 335, 358 (figure)
orthopyroxene 268, 270, 281, 358 (figure)
plagioclase 271, 274 (figure)
solubility 329, 534
solubility curve 536
solubility product see electrolyte
solidus 334
of binary solid solutions 335, 336 (figure)
overstepping of 614
of peridotite 495 (figure), 496
in systems that undergo eutectic melting 342, 341
(figure)
effect of trace components 489, 489 (figure)
volatiles 491
of water ice 518 (figure)
solution 245, 265, see also activity, activity coefficient
ideal 258
and Boltzmann’s postulate 275
non-ideal 277, 279, 278 (figure), 276 (figure)
asymmetric 280
contributions to 275
in critical phase transitions 279, 350, 350
(figure), 436 (figure)
in dilute systems 531
regular 280
simple mixture 280
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solution (cont.)
subregular 280
symmetric 280
critical mixing temperature 357
solvation sphere 544
solvus 351, 350 (figure)
analogy with subcritical fluid unmixing 369
non-dimensional 360, 361 (figure)
calculation of 359–360,
Maple code 360
as a first-order phase transition 353
in hydrogen–helium mixtures 102
order parameter in 369
and the phase rule 353
Soret coefficient 590
Soret diffusion 579, 590
in igneous differentiation 590
magnitude of 591
speciation
in a gas phase 257, see also gas
Maple code 263
in electrolyte solutions 554, see also carbonate,
iron solubility
Maple code 550, 568
and analytical concentration 556
spontaneous process 181, 184, 201, 202
at constant temperature and pressure 230, 248
ordering 375
respiration 659
stable state 234, see also equilibrium
standard state 239, 247, 254, 292
in calculation of first-order phase transition 326
including non-condensed phases 328
in chemical diffusion 582
in crystalline solids 256, 259, 261, 272, 552
in dilute solutions 524–525
dilute gases 526, 550
infinite dilution limit 524, 562
ionic species 545
reference 548
strong electrolytes 548
weak electrolytes 547
one molal 525
for the solvent 524
in gases 257, 262, 420, 421, 422, 557
state function 23, 36, see also state variable
and thermodynamic identities 672
and thermodynamic notation 37
state variable 36, 37, 50,52, 56, 57 see also state
function
and Gibbs–Duhem equation 287
statistical mechanics 27, 55, 197
Stefan–Boltzmann law 71, 627
Stirling’s approximation 198
strain 24
Eulerian 399
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in derivation of Birch–Munaghan equation of
state 399
tidal 107, 110
stress 24
shear 48
in an ascending diapir 510
in derivation of Rayleigh number 155
as momentum flux 126 , 162
tidal 110
supercritical fluid see fluid
supercritical solution 357, see also phase
rock-forming minerals as 359
system 2
adiabatic 23, 47
closed 2
heterogeneous 2, 229
homogeneous 3, 229
open 2
state of 3
system component 229, 245, 288
and dimension of composition space 289
as a minimal spanning set 288
in the phase rule 289, 290
tabbies 669
temperature 3
absolute see Thermodynamics, Third Law
along an adiabat 146, 413
in icy satellites 344
in the Archaean mantle 166
black body emission 71
boiling 329
and configurational entropy 202
critical 64
of fluids 371, 428, 430 (figure), 431, 433 (figure)
and Helmholtz free energy 435, 436 (figure),
438 (figure), 439 (figure), 438 (figure)
values for planetary volatiles 440 (table)
in Landau theory 373, 374 (figure)
of a solution (critical mixing temperature) 326,
352, 350 (figure),
and derivatives of the Gibbs free energy 355
of mineral solid solutions 358 (figure)
non-dimensional 356, 357 (figure)
and the phase rule 354
Debye 7, 390, 394, 408
dimensionless 131, 134 (figure)
of a discontinuous phase transition (in Landau
theory) 378
effect on chemical reaction rates 609
effect on viscosity 159
and electromagnetic radiation spectrum 626, 626
(figure)
eutectic 339
Maple code 339
of Tritonian cryolavas 344, 345 (figure)
gradient across the asteroid belt 115
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gradient across convective thermal boundary layer
155, 157, 158 (figure)
in stagnant lid convection 169, 170 (figure)
gradient as driving force for mass transfer (Soret
effect) 590
gradient as driving force for transfer of internal
energy 124, 149
at equilibrium 212, 215
in non-equilibrium thermodynamics 579
and Second Law of Thermodynamics 182
gradient as a metabolic nutrient 665
gradient as a potential for doing work 186
ideal gas 58
ionization 64
increase caused by core formation 99
increase caused by large impacts 87, 88 (figure)
lambda 362, 367 (figure)
in Landau theory 375, 374 (figure)
of minerals 381
Maple code 383
relationship to critical mixing temperature 366
in the Martian mantle 178
natural variable for Helmholtz free energy 223
natural variable for Gibbs free energy 223
perturbation 135
of a planetary surface
during accretion 80
effective 71
equilibrium 71, 629
and atmosphere retention 616
and greenhouse warming 640 (figure), 641
(figure)
potential
in the atmosphere 46
for mantle convection 495, 495 (figure)
and melt productivity 500
profile of the Earth during accretion 80, 83 (figure),
85 (figure)
Maple code 80
reduced 440
reference 50
in equations of state for solids 387
of solar nebula 79
status as an intensive variable 334
thermodynamic definition 186
units 4
in the Venusian mantle 175
thermal agitation
effect on dielectric constant 542, 565
in gases 429, 443
thermal boundary layer see boundary layer
thermal conductivity 124
thermal convection see convection
thermal diffusion see Soret effect
thermal diffusivity see heat diffusivity
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thermal entropy 205, see also entropy, absolute
scale for, entropy, at absolute zero, entropy, Third
Law, entropy, vibrational
thermal escape of atmospheric gases 618, 653
thermal equilibrium see equilibrium
thermal expansion 41, 390, 390 (figure), 396
analogy with heat capacity 390
and atomic vibration modes 390
anisotropic (in lambda phase transitions) 369
coefficient as polynomial function 390, 396
Maple code 383, 395, 404
at a critical phase transition 371
and derivatives of Gibbs free energy 224
effect on thermal pressure 413
thermal gradient 35
thermal inertia 133
thermal pressure see pressure
thermal radiation 625–636, 626
black body 626
Kirchoff’s law 595
mass absorption coefficient 634
Planck’s law 626
spectrum 626, 626 (figure)
visible range 626
Wien’s law 626
thermal swimmers 666
thermalized sunlight 630, 632
and greenhouse warming 633, 638
thermally activated process see Arrhenius law
thermodynamic components see system component,
phase component
thermodynamic effective pressure see fugacity,
standard state
thermodynamic efficiency 190
maximum (Carnot efficiency) 190
thermodynamic flow 578, 580, 581, 597
thermodynamic force see force, thermodynamic
potential gradient
thermodynamic mol fraction 258
thermodynamic potential see potential
thermodynamic potential gradient 578, 580, 582, 597
thermodynamics 2, 27
First Law of 39, 50
mathematical expression for isobaric processes
40
mathematical expression in terms of entropy 186
mathematical notation 37
non-equilibrium 577–580
linear approximation 579
in a gravitational field 620
and non-equilibrium chemical concentrations 608
and rates of natural processes 596
Second Law of 35, 124
and affinity 613
and charlatans 183
Clausius statement 183
Kelvin–Planck statement 191
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thermodynamics (cont.)
maximum entropy statement 210
minimum energy statement 213
Third Law of 207
and absolute entropy scale 207
and absolute zero 207
Nernst’s statement 207
Planck’s statement 207
thermofagy 665
tidal
acceleration 104
bulge 105
deformation 105
despinning 106
dissipation 106
due to eccentricity 107
due to rotation 107
lock 106
Titan
atmosphere 148, 616, 618
chemical evolution 623
hydrocarbons 336
methane fractionation with elevation 624 (figure)
scale height 623
cryomagmas 345, 520
internal structure 518, 519
lakes 337
life 668
tidal heating 111
total differential 18
and rigorous mathematical notation 210
toy model 141
of greenhouse warming 637
of mantle convection 141
of ozone depletion 603
transformation 13
adiabatic 46, 23, 225, 495
dissipative 13, 23, 185
irreversible 16
isothermal 18, 24
non-dissipative 13
quasi-static 15, 184, 577
reversible 16, 146, 188
triple point (of H2 O) 52
effect of solutes 314, 537, 536 (figure)
Triton
atmospheric composition 346
atmospheric scale height 623
atmospheric stability 616
cryomagmas 344
tidal heating 112
troposphere 145
adiabatic thermal gradient 147
as a Carnot engine 196
units 6
unmixing see solvus
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vapor 64, 329
and critical point 354, 371, 428, 432
in crystallization of evaporites 306, 317, 316
(figure), 425, 426 (figure)
equilibrium calculation 434, 437, 536
in equilibrium with solids 342, 342 (figure)
and atmospheric escape 619, 654
in the Martian atmosphere 539
in Triton’s atmosphere 346, 346 (figure)
hydrocarbon (in Titan’s atmosphere) 337, 337
(figure)
pressure see pressure
water (effect on atmospheric hydrogen loss), 654
vaporus 338, 342
variable
conjugate 218
intensive 38
as driving potential 218, 620
extensive 38
and Gibbs–Duhem equation 288
variance 289
at a critical point 354
in open systems 315
vector 6, 124
Venus
atmospheric evolution 654
photodissociation of H2 O 656
atmospheric oxidation conditions 656
atmospheric scale height 623
atmospheric stability 618
coronae 175
lithospheric thickness 175
magnetic field 33, 175
mantle convection 160, 174, 176 (figure)
thermodynamic efficiency of 195
mantle heat flux 139
mantle plumes 175
virial theorem 94
viscous
heating 33
in a convecting fluid 162–164, 163 (figure)
viscosity see also momentum
activation energy 159
apparent (in plate tectonics) 169
dynamic 126, see also momentum flux
kinematic see momentum diffusivity
temperature effect see Arrhenius law
volatility 527
volcanism 123
and early metabolic processes 659, 667
on Mars 178, 508 (figure)
on Titan 520
volume
as conjugate variable to pressure 218
critical 431, 435, 438–440, 438 (figure), 439
(figure), 438 (figure), 440 (table)
dimensionless 432, 436 (figure), 437
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excess 276
excluded 429, 447, 456
of melting 479, 480 (figure)
molar 38, 41
molecular 429
as natural variable of Helmholtz free energy 223
as natural variable of internal energy 217
partial molar 252, 588, 621
of ideal gases 262
or real gases 454
of phase transitions 238, 243
critical 355, 375
discontinuous 362
in Landau theory 116
tricritical 379
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prohibited 431
reaction 612
and thermal pressure 407, 413
zero pressure 386, 390
zero temperature 387
work 5
expansion 14, 21, 46
at a discontinuous phase transition 45
during decompression melting 499
of a frictional force 47
by a thermodynamic cycle 144, 144 (figure)
in planetary convection 194
tidal 107
of a viscous force 164
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